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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a new speech coding algorithm ba�
sed on a fast wavelet packet transform algorithm and
psychoacoustic modeling� The employed FFT�like over�
lapped block orthogonal transform allows us to appro�
ximate the auditory critical band decomposition in an
e�cient manner� which is a major advantage over pre�
vious approaches� Owing to such a decomposition of the
original signal� we make use of the human ear masking
properties to decrease the mean bit rate of the encoder�

� Introduction

Wide�band speech compression is nowadays an active
research area� The higher quality of wide�band spe�
ech is desirable for the extended communication tasks�
e�g� audio�conference� loudspeaker telephony� multime�
dia� etc�� and the promises of perceptual coding are
signi�cant ����
Present audio compression systems used for this pur�

pose are based on transform	sub�band coding using per�
ceptual criteria which tend to concentrate the quantiza�
tion noise energy in frequency regions� where it would
be masked by perceptually preponderant signal compo�
nents� Their major drawback is the large computational
e
ort associated with sub�band decomposition �frequen�
tly uniform� and psychoacoustic modeling employing an
additional FFT analyzer�
In this paper� we present an integrated approach to

the design of the wide�band coder for speech signals
sampled at � kHz� by incorporating the fast orthogonal
wavelet packet transform algorithm ��� ��� and the mul�
tiresolution requirements of the psychoacoustic model
into the design of the nonuniform decomposition �lter
bank�

� Description of the algorithm

��� Orthogonal wavelet packet transform

The extension of the wavelet transform to wavelet packet
decompositions allows �exible time�frequency transfor�
mations in signal analysis and coding ���� Such analy�
sis tools are traditionally implemented through the use

of tree�structured �lter banks� However� e�cient algo�
rithms� with computational loads close to FFT algo�
rithms� have been proposed in ��� ���� These overlapped

block orthogonal transforms can be employed at di
e�
rent subsampling factors and provide simultaneously� in
one block operation� all possible multiresolution time�
frequency coe�cients which could be also successively
computed by equivalent tree�structured approaches�
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Figure �� Four�coe�cient transform�
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Figure �� Four�coe�cient Time�frequency grid�

For instance� a transform with N � � coe�cients is
represented in Figure �� �i are the lattice parameters



de�ning the properties of the implemented �lters �re�
gularity� frequency selectivity� delay� etc�� and � is a
normalization factor related to the �i� The number of
stages of the transform is log�N � �� To each block
of N input samples� N frame coe�cients Xij are simul�
taneously provided at each stage j with di
erent time�
frequency resolutions� Index i denotes the output co�
e�cient number from � to N � �� Two examples of
coe�cient choices� as well as their corresponding time�
frequency grids and number of sub�bands� are depicted
in Figure� ��

��� Critical band analysis

In order to approximate the ���band Bark or critical
band mapping performed by the human ear in the ��
� kHz bandwidth ���� an overlapped block orthogonal
transform has been developed with N � � frame coef�
�cients �� ms�� The choice of the prototype �lter for the
transform� as well as its length� in�uences the separation
of the sub�band signals� The Daubechies �lters� due to
their regularity property� are the ones which achieve the
best separation when the number of frame coe�cients
N increases ��� In this work� the employed prototype
�lters are of length ��� The chosen wavelet packet sta�
ircase approximation to the Bark scale bandwidths is
represented in Figure �� The approximation of critical
band centers is plotted in Figure �� In both �gures� the
psychoacoustically measured bandwidths and edges are
also plotted�
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Figure �� Approximation of the critical bandwidths�

The resulting time�frequency grid of this critical band
decomposition is drawn in Figure �� where it appears
that higher frequency sub�bands possess several �tem�
poral� coe�cients in one frame�

��� Computation of masking thresholds

To obtain the staircase approximation of the Bark
energy spectrum A � �A��� � � �A������ the l �tempo�
ral� coe�cients in sub�band k are grouped according to
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Figure �� Approximation of the critical band centers�
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Figure �� Time�frequency grid of the transform�

Table �� The energy in each sub�band is calculated as

A�k� �
X
i

�Xij�
� � k � ��� ��� � ���

The resulting spectrum A must be convolved with
the spreading function B � �B����� � � �B��� � � �B�����
given by

B�n� � ��B
��n���� � n � ����� ��� ���

where B��n� is the function

B��n� � ������ ����n� ������� ���

�����
p
� � �n� ������� �dB��

that was de�ned in ��� and accounts for masking among
critical bands� The resulting spread Bark spectrum C

will be

C�k� �
��X
j��

A�j� �B�k � j�� k � ��� ��� � ���



k l i j
����� � ����� �
� � ��� �
� � ����� �
�� � ����� �
�� � ����� �
�� � ���� �
�� � ����� �
�� � ����������� �
�� � ���������� �
� � ����������� �
�� � ���������������������� �
�� � ���������������������� �
�� � ����������������������� �
�� � ������������������ �

Table �� Bark coe�cient mapping with the overlapped

block orthogonal transform�

The masking thresholdM �k� in each critical sub�band
is computed by scaling the spread spectrum by a rela�

tive masking threshold O�k�� This value depends on the
tone�like or noise�like nature of the input signal in the
processed block� which can be estimated using a spectral
�atness measure �SFM� ���� Several approaches were
proposed in the literature to bypass the SFM calcula�
tion overhead ��� �� ����� The most interesting solution
consists in using a composite relative masking threshold�
based on the hypothesis that the signal is more tone�
like in lower critical bands and noise�like in higher ones�
These considerations lead to

O�k� � ��O
��k����� k � ��� ���� ���

with

O��k� �

�
���� � k � k � ��� ���
����� k � k � ���� ��� � �dB� �

��

In order to account for the gain in each critical sub�band�
M �k� should still be normalized by ���DCgain�j�� of the
corresponding transform stage j from which A�k� was
computed� Finally� the normalized masking threshold
M � �M ��� � � �M ����� will be the staircase curve expres�
sed by

M �k� �
C�k�

O�k� �DCgain�j�
� k � ��� ��� � ���

M �k� represents the maximum inaudible noise energy
which can be introduced in band k through the quanti�
zation process� An example of this procedure is presen�
ted in Figure � where A�k� and M �k� are successively
computed� It clearly appears from these curves that
the Bark energy in sub�bands �� � and  lies below the
masking threshold for the chosen example� Hence� the
coe�cients belonging to these bands are masked�
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Figure � Calculation of masking threshold M �k��

As de�ned in Table �� each critical sub�band k� in
one frame� contains l �temporal� transform coe�cients�
Thus� we can assume that the masking threshold M �k�
is equally shared by the l coe�cients in the band and
that the quantization noise contribution ��qij of coe��
cient Xij is given by

��qij �Mij �M �k��l � ���

Mij is the maximum unperceived noise tolerated in the
corresponding rectangle of the time�frequency grid in
Fig� �� No use of absolute hearing thresholds has been
made in this work� In what follows� we will drop stage
index j for clarity�

��� Quantization

If all the coe�cients are uniformly quantized� then the
quantization step of coe�cient Xi is given by

�i �
q
�� � ��qi � ���

Any coe�cient Xi verifying the constraint X�
i � ��qi will

have to be considered as unmasked and must be �nely
quantized� The rest of the coe�cients can be ignored
or coarsely quantized� The number of levels to quantize
each coe�cient in band k is calculated by Eq� ��� where
b c stands for �the integer part of��

Li �

�
jXij

�i
� ���

�
����

The encoder will have to transmit� for each coe�cient
Xi� the following information� a masked	unmasked �ag�
Li� �i and the sign of the coe�cient�
The average bit rate prior to any entropic coding

method has been evaluated to ���� Kbits	s and the
segmental signal�to�noise ratio �SNRseg� to �� dB� At
this bit rate� informal listening tests showed that the
reconstructed signal was perceptually indistinguishable
form the original one� At ���� Kbits	s the SNRseg decre�
ased to �� dB and the quality of the coded signal was



still judged as excellent� These values were computed
onto a set of � male	female sentences having a total du�
ration of �� seconds� A plot of the performance is shown
in Figure �� At lower bit rates� here ���� Kbits	s� the
signal is distorted by a rumbling noise� however� its in�
telligibility is completely preserved�
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Figure �� Performance of the proposed encoder�

� Conclusions

We have presented a new approach to the problem of en�
coding speech signals using a perceptual model� The no�
velty of the algorithm proposed here lies in the integra�
tion of psychoacoustic modeling and a fast overlapped
block orthogonal transform� having a complexity close
to FFT algorithms� This integrated approach provides
a �ne temporal resolution towards higher frequencies�
allowing an accurate encoding of fast signal transitions�
The transform performs the Bark mapping necessary to
the calculation of auditory masking thresholds� which
account for a signi�cant reduction of the coder bit�rate�
The present system has been tested at ���� Kbits	s ra�
tes and shows a perceptually transparent quality at ����
Kbits	s� Though this bit rate is still considerably high�
exploiting temporal correlations of the transform coef�
�cients� as well as making use of entropic coding may
lead to a considerable reduction of its value�
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